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Introduction



SAW filter can be used for TV applications. This filter uses piezoelectric effect. Mechanic oscillations are generated using electromechanic converter, which is placed on the ceramic substrate. These oscillations have the same frequency as the input electric signal and propagate on the substrate surface in all directions. In acceptable places and distances are electromechanic converters, which transfer mechanic oscillations back to electric signals, but with required frequency properties. SAW is used in quasiparallel audiosignal acquisition. TV tuner produces signal on carrier frequency f=38 MHz (for video carrier on input), which is the input signal for SAW filter. This signal includes video and audio informations. Our SAW filter is realised with independent video and audio output gate. Transfer frequency characteristic for video trace has one peak and the attenuation for freq. 38 MHz (video carrier) is theoretically 6 dB compared with the middle of filter passband. There is an expressive attenuation for band with audiosignal. Audio output has transfer freq. characteristic with two peaks- for video carrier frequency and for audio carrier frequency (31,5MHz in norm CCIR D/K). In heterodyne is produced signal (audio) 6,5 MHz with frequency modulation, which can be demodulated. The product is required audiosignal.



Figure 1.1: Quasiparallel audiosignal acquisition
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1.1



Task



Measure the transfer frequency characteristic of SAW filter for video and audio output, which is used in TV OVP CTV 141.



1.2



Measurement Instruments



Expanded TV OVP CTV 141, HF generator G4- 107, counter Hung Chang 9100, oscilloscope Tektronix 465, oscilloscope Tektronix 466, 5 cables with BNC connectors, 1 cable with TV antenna and BNC connectors, 2 power cables.



1.3



Measurement Procedure



We will measure transfer frequency characteristics for SAW filter K3264K. We must influence its input and output conditioning minimally. Therefore we connect harmonic generator in TV antenna input. We can determine frequency on SAW filter input from known tuner adjust (tuned TV channel). Switch TV to preselection 0. We use the first oscilloscope for keeping proper voltage level on SAW filter input (Vin = 400mV). The second oscilloscope is connected in the SAW filter output (video or audio). HF milivoltmeters are recommended (higher accuracy) in oscilloscopes positions. For frequency fin on the SAW filter input, use equation fin = fo -fg , where fg is the frequency on the harmonic HF generator, fo is the local oscillator frequency in the TV tuner. For TV channel nr. 1 in system CCIR D is fo = 87,75MHz. Read output voltage Vout for selected frequencies fg : video- band from 49 to 56MHz, audio-band from 48,5 to 51MHz and from 54 to 57,5MHz. Construct graphs for a = f(fi n) and aref = f(fin ), where a = 20*log(Vout /Vin ), are f = a-amax .



Figure 1.2: Block diagram
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Measurements



The piezoelectric filter is tuned to match the desired frequency characteristic. Input voltage is constant, Vin = 600mV. fg (MHz) 49 49,5 50 50,5 51 51,5 52 52,5 53 53,5 54 54,5 55 55,5 56



fin (MHz) 38,75 38,25 37,75 37,25 36,75 36,25 35,75 35,25 34,75 34,25 33,75 33,25 32,75 32,25 31,75



Vout (mV) 6 11 17 20 22 20,4 20 20 20 20 19 16 7,5 4 4



A (dB) -40 -34,74 -30,95 -29,54 -28,71 -29,54 -29,54 -29,54 -29,54 -29,54 -29,99 -31,48 -38,06 -43,52 -43,52



Anorm (dB) -11,29 -6,02 -2,24 -0,83 0 -0,83 -0,83 -0,83 -0,83 -0,83 -1,27 -2,77 -9,35 -14,81 -14,81



Table 2.1: SAW filter - video component measurement



Figure 2.1: SAW filter - video component curve
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Both audio and video channels are placed on the same channel, and therefore, the audio signal acquisition is realized with the help of a filter. Input voltage is again constant, with Vin = 600mV. fg (MHz) 48,5 49 49,5 50 50,5 51 54 54,5 55 55,5 56 56,5 57 57,5



fin (MHz) 39,25 38,75 38,25 37,75 37,25 36,75 33,75 33,25 32,75 32,25 31,75 31,25 30,75 30,25



Vout (mV) 2 13 18 19 11,5 3 5 13 13 13 13 13 8 5



A (dB) -49,54 -33,28 -30,46 -29,99 -34,35 -46,02 -41,58 -33,28 -33,28 -33,28 -33,28 -33,28 -37,5 -41,58



Anorm (dB) -19,55 -3,3 -0,47 -0 -4,36 -16,03 -11,6 -3,3 -3,3 -3,3 -3,3 -3,3 -7,51 -11,6



Table 2.2: SAW filter - audio component measurement



Figure 2.2: SAW filter - audio component curve
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Conclusion



This laboratory measurement showed us the critical importance of the SAW filter in analog TV, and its principles of audio and video signal splitting. Results show that the working frequency band, for a given input voltage, contains both audio and video components for a TV channel. The SAW filter is therefore useful to separate these signals, and apply quasi-parallel audio acquisition. With new technology development, and us of terrestrial digital TV, the SAW filters are progressively replaced by digital circuits, which are cheaper, easier to manufacture and integrate in full digital systems.
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